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TE~lPORAL STABILl'IY OP .RATING .BEHA VIC RS: .EFFECTS OF 
DIFFERENCES IN RATER AND RATEE SA~PLES 

For over bait a century FSJCho1ogists have addressed 

the problem of identifying and eliminating errors in tbe 

rating or reporting of behaviors~ These efforts have led 

to the identification of several types of rating errors, 

such as leniency, central tendency, and restr~ction of 

range. However, the rating error that has received the most 

attention .over the years is that COlll!Don1y known as halo 

error or the halo effect. It was Thorndike (1920) who 

labeled the effect after he, as well as others (Hugg, 1922; 

Wells, 1907), noted the appearance of unrEalistically high 

correlations between ratings of traits or behaviors ... 

Thorndi.ke proposed that this phenomenon was due to ra·ters 

interjecting their impression of the persoQ in general (a 

halo ~mpression) into their rati~gs of the individual's 

specific characteristics. lhorndike, however, was not able 

to estimate the magnitude of the haio effect because the 

studies available at the time simply examined ratings of 

behavior, and not the actual behaviors themselves. 

Newcomb's (1929, 1931) work provided clearer evidence 

that the halo effect is a very potent phenomenon .. In his 

1931 study, summec camp counselors both rated the behavior 

of campers and kept daily records of their behavior. 

1 
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Newcomb found that the intei::category correlations der:i11ed 

from the rating§ were considerably higher than the 

interbehavior correlations derived from the daily ~~~~ds. 

He argued that the strong trait relationships observed in 

the retrospective ratings arose from "logical 

presuppositions in the minds of raters .rather than f £om 

actual .l:;ehavior" ( 1931¥ p. 288)"' 

While the literature is new replete with studies 

indicatiny that the halo effect is a pervasive phenomenon in 

the rating context, Cooper (19Blb) points out that a 

distinction should be made tetween hale produced when 

categories are truly correlated (true halo) and other 

sources of halo (illusory halo). He points out that very 

rarely will true halo ever be nonexistent, so some category 

covariance is always to be expected. It is only in the case 

in which observed halo exceeds true halo that we need be 

concerned with hale e~ror, fer se. In compliance with 

Cooper's sugg2stion and for clarity and more effective 

discussion, halo in the sense that it was originally 

intended bJ Thorndike (1920) will be ref erred to as 

"illusory halo" in the pages f cllowing. 

Cooper states, in his comprehensive review article en 

halo (Coofer, 1981b), that a principal source of illusory 

halo (and hence a barrier to illusory halo reduction) is the 
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implicit theories that raters hold about category 

covariance. If, for example, raters perceive that two 

categories resemble each other, then they are likely to rate 

those categories similarlJ, even if th€re is in truth only a 

weak relationshif between those categories. This 

hypothesis, known as the conceptual similarity hjpothesis 

(Cooper, 1981a}, 

have demonstrated 

is supported by a number of studies which 

that rated behavior is more highly 

correlated with p.t:eexisti.ng concep·tual schemes of "what is 

like what" than with actual behaviors (Eerman & Kenny, 1976; 

Chapman, 1967; Chapman 6 Cba~man, 1967, 3969; Cooper, 1981a; 

Mulaik, 19 64; Shveder, 1975). .Furthermore, preexisting 

conceptual schemes have been found to be more closely 

related than rated behavior to actual behavior (D'Andrade, 

1965; Newcomb, 1929, 1931; Pasini & Norman, 1966). 

Not only has the 

well documented 1 but 

conceptual similarity hypothesis been 

the evidence from the Chapman {1967, 

1969) studies verifies that implicit theoxies are very 

strong and resistant to change or extinction as well. 

Chafman {1967) found that subjects, ~hen presented pairs of 

words randomly, recalled many more co-occurrence.s of 

associatively related words than had actually occurred. In 

further studies (Chafman & Chapman, 1969), a simlar effect 

was found for the relationship between clinical diagnoses 
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and certain classic signs on the Draw-a-Person lest and 

Rorschach. When subjects had to estimate the freguency with 

which certain diagnoses followed from certain signs on these 

tests, they grossly overestimated the fceguency of co-

occurrence of natural associates, such as suspiciousness and 

peculiar eyes. T.he Chapmans labeled the e.f .f ect "illusory 

correlation", and found that it persisted even when sutjects 

were exposed to sy~ptoms and diagnoses that were presented 

to them as .beir1 g ~.9..2 ti:vely con:elated .. 

Gne can conceptualize illusory correlation as stemming 

from the combination of shared and rat~£=.§~Cifi£ tidses. 

While most of the research on illusory correlation and 

implicit theories in general has suppqrted the notion that 

people do have shared, or common, assumptions about the 

conceptual similai:ity of variables or traits, the possi-

bility that each individual rater beings some unique and 

idiosyncratic implicit theories to the rating situation has 

not been fully explored. However, it would seem plausitle 

that not all raters would share the same implicit theories, 

particularly given that iilplicit theories are thought to be 

derived from people's everyday experiences, ~hich will vary 

to some de~ree from person to person. If it were the case 

that people bring both shared and unique implicit 

assumptions to the rating situation, then we might expect to 
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see some correlatioD between errors in ratings taken on two 

or more occasions within the same rater sample. Some 

support for this idea comes from 

conducted by Werts, Breland, Grandy 

their study, 234 college freshmen 

a test-retest study 

and .Bock (1980). In 

frcill a number of 

undergraduate institutions wrote short essays on three 

different topics at three different points in their freshman 

year. Each essay was scored indefendent1y by two English 

professors.. !hese pro.fessors served as r:ater.s on all three 

occasions. Werts et al. found that essay measurement errors 

were correlated at lime 1, Time 2 and Time 3 1 so much so 

that they contend that over 20% of a test-retest correlation 

butween any two essay ratings made by the same raters could 

be attributed to correlated errors. 

The implications of correlated errors are many, but the 

one which the present research addresses is whether such 

errors, as promulgated by the implicit theories of raters, 

would 1ead to an inflation of the stability of the internal 

consistency estimates of the rating instrument. This 

question was raised by Bernardin aod Kane (1980) as a result 

of two studies performed by Latham, Fay and Saari (1979; 

Latham, Saari, 6 Fay, 1980). In the first study, Latham et 

al. demonstrated how behavioral observation scales (BOS) 

can be developed for api:;raising the performdnce of foremen,. 
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Twenty superintendents, 20 foremen and 20 hour~y employees 

~ere interviewed and asked to describe five effective and 

five ineffective incidents of foreman behavior in accordance 

with the critical incident technique, or CIT (Flanagan, 

1954). A total of 514 incidents were collected. Those that 

were similar in content were grouped to form one behavioral 

item. Similar behavioral itews were grouped together to 

form a specific criterion for performance appraisal. 

Interjudge agreement for the final eight criteria ranged 

from .86 to 1.00 ~hich was judged satisfactory. 1be 

performance appraisal instrument was constructed by first 

attaching a 5-point Likert scale to each behavioral item 

(1=92) and having the superintendents (k=16) rate the 

foremen (J=90) to indicate the frequency ~ith which they 

had observed the foremen engaging in the tehavior. Thirty-

two of the original 92 behavioral items wer€ deleted because 

they were not discriminating well enough. 

For the cemain~ng 60 items, reliability (i.e., internal 

consistency) was determined within each of tLe eight 

criteria, or dimensions, of performance~ !he reliabilities 

reported ranged from ~10 to .96. 

through an iterative procedure, 

item-total correlations within 

dropping those which fit nowhere, 

Latham et al~ then went 

shi£ting items with low 

scales to other scales, 

and combining iteills to 
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form a new scale er criterion (p.307). Not surprisingly, 

this process yielded higher reliatilities (.80-.95). 

Bernardin and Kane (1980), in their critigue of the Latham 

et al. study, contended that such optimization of scale 

internal consistenc1 capitalizes to an extreme d€gree on 

chance relatiogships in the data (p.810). They further 

stated that the Latham et al. item shitting procedure 

is analogous to selecting from a large set of 

variables that small subset which correlates 

highest with a dependent variable in forming a 

regression equation. Just as t.be cross-validated 

R in a new sample is very likely to be wuch lower 

for the variables selected through the latter 

procedure, so tee will the alphas for Latham et 

al. 1 s final performance dimensions 

be sutstantially lower in a new 

almost surely 

sample of 

performances 

convey the 

observation 

or performance observations. To 

impression that BGS [behavioral 

scale methodology] produc£s 

performance dimensions that possess 

averaging .85 is misleading (p.810). 

alphas 

This challenge, as well as other criticisms of the 

study prompted Latham and hLs colleagues to conduct another 
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study. In the second stady, Latham et al. (1980) attempted 

to demonstrate that their reliabilities were not inflated as 

Ber-nardin and Kane a.c:gued, but reflected t.be true 

i:elia.bility of the illstrument for the forewan pofulation. 

Sixteen months after the original study they collected and 

analyzed performance appraisals fer 65 cf the 90 forewen who 

were part of the original study and for 37 foremen who were 

not part of the origi~al study, finding egually high alphas 

for the follow-up scale ratings {range=.70 to .95). 

However, while their .follow-up study was independent of t.be 

original study with respect to the ratee saruple {in the case 

of the 37 new foremen), and with respect to perfoLmance 

periods, the raters were apparently common to the two 

studies. Thdt is, the same 16 superintendents who served in 

the original study apparently wece the sole rater sample in 

the replication study. Thus, despite the research findings 

which have demonstrated that rater judgment characteristics 

have a strong and pervasive spurious influence on levels and 

patterns of correlations, Latham et al. used the same sample 

of raters. Kane and Bernardin (in press) contended that 

such a procedure, along with scale optimization, may account 

for the stability of the reliabilities across the two 

performance occasions. 1he1 concluded by saying that 

"[Latham et aL. 's] item analysis procedure capi ta1i2es on 
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error [such] that the alphas in a (completely) independent 

sample of ratings would almost certainly be appreciatly 

lower than their maximized levels in the item anal1sis 

sample" (p,. 5) .. The f Cimary purpose of the present study is 

to determine whether what Latham et al. propose as stability 

in the reliabilities of their performance appraisal 

instrument is actually sample-specific correlated error due 

to the effects of the raters• implicit theories# i.e .. , 

illusory halo. 

The study to be presented here is not a full 

replication of the Latham et ai. studies~1 It does, 

however, attempt to approximate the replication aspects of 

the Latham et al. studies, particularly as they relate to 

the issue of stability of reliability .. Therefore, in the 

present study, performance ratings were collected on two 

separate occasions and the replicatio~ samples were 

manipulated to be either independent of the original sample 

with respect to ll.Q.!h ratees and raters, raters only, ratees 

only, or not independent at all. As such, this design will 

make it possible to assess the effect, if any, of complete 

1of particular note, this study did not utilize a scaie 
development procedure but incorporated preexisting scales. 
Neither were scale optimization procedures used. Also, the 
number of scales, items within scales and catees differed 
from the Latham et al. studies. In rating managers, 
videotaped vignettes .rather than actual performance were 
rated because of necessity. 
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.nonindependence of raters (and .ratees as wel.l) on the 

stability of reliability estimates. If it were found that 

reliabilities differed beyond simple random sampling error 

in the independent rater case but not in the same-rater 

case, then Latham et al.•s contention that their instrument 

deve.lopment proced ur:e (BOS) yields high and sta.ble 

reliabilities may be erroneous. 

Because of the nature of the design and data collection 

procedures, a secondary issue ca~ also be addressed in this 

study. This issue pertains to the psychometric 

characteristics of rating behaviors. It is a widely 

accepted practice to use performance ratings as the 

criterion for validation studies. However, there is no 

absolute criterion for the eatings themselves (Dunnette, 

1963), so what is often used to evaluate ratings are rating 

.behavior measures such as halo, leniency/severity, 

restriction of range, and on occasion, accuracy. However, 

rarely are the psychometric characteristics of these 

measures ever investigated er reported. Therefore, in 

addition to investigating the effects of same and different 

rater samples on the stability of reliatilities, this study 

will examine both the stabilitJ of halo, leniency/severity, 

restriction of range, and accuracy across occasions and 

ratees, as well as the intercorrelations among these 
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measures. 

a summary 

f ollo~. 

A brief description of these rating behaviors and 

of the most recent literature on this topic 

Leniency/severity and 

considered to be rating 

restriction cf 

have been 

range, both 

defined and 

operationalized in various ways (see Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 

1980}- However, in general, it can be Sdid that 

leniency/severity reflects the case in vhich ratings are 

consistently too high or too lo~, and that res~ricticn of 

range is a measure of the extent to which ratings 

discriminate the perf orwance levels among different ratees~ 

Accuracy (as represented by the summary ]Z statistic) bas 

been shown to actually contain four different accuracy 

components: elevation, differential elevation, stereotype 

accuracy, and differential accuracy {Cronbach, 1955). While 

it is beyond the scope of this study to present the 

conceptual differences between these components of accuracy, 

it has been the consensus of roost researchers in the area 

(e.g., see Borman, 1979; Murphy & Ealzer, in fress; Bicbards 

& Cline, 1963) that d~fferential accuracy is the 

conceptually appropriate index in roost situations. For this 

reasoa, differential accuracy, the correlation between rated 

and true scores, ~ill be the accuracy measure examined in 

this study. 
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One of the few studies that has examined the sta~ility 

of rating behavio.rs in the performance appraisal coutext is 

Borman (1977). For this study, Borman developed a series of 

videotapes depicting dif.ferent levels of per.formance for two 

jobs: recruiting interviewer (recruiter) and manager in a 

problem-solving session. In two rating sessions one week 

apart, 146 subjects viewed the tapes and rated the 

performance of the target persons in the tapes. Subjects 

viewed the tapes of one job in the first session, and the 

tapes of the other job in the second session. scores 

re.fleeting halo, leniency/severity, restriction of .I:dnge and 

differential accuracy were computed £or each subject. The 

consistency of these scores was analyzed within jobs and 

across jots. !he within-job consistency analysis basically 

attempted to answer whether subjects who exhibit one or more 

of these behaviors on one dimension of perfcrmance would do 

so on other dimensions of performance within the same job~ 

The across-job consistency a~alysis focused on whether 

subjects who committed one or more 

job would do so o~ the cthe.i: job. 

rating behaviors were consistent 

of these errors on one 

Borman found that all the 

within jot hut that the 

across-job consistency of lenie~cy;seve~ity, restriction of 

range, and accuracy was significantly less than the 

consistency obtained ~ithin-job. Only halo geDe~alized as 
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well across jobs as within jobs. Borman conciuded from 

these findings that the ability to perceive others' 

performance accurately may be somewhat situation specific. 

He did not interf ret the findings for the other eating 

.behaviors. 

Because Borruan•s ratee samples on the t~o jobs were 

inherentl1 different, 

(which is also an 

the across-job consistency analysis 

across-occasion consistency analysis) 

out the ratee effect on the stability of could not partial 

the rating behaviors. Ihe present study will thus examine 

the effect of holding ratees constant on the stability of 

the same Lating behaviors that Borman examined~ viz., halo, 

lenienc1/severity, restriction of range. and diffei:ential 

accuracy. 

In addition, the stability of internal consistency 

reliabilities will also be assessed'"' Internal consistency 

can be affected adversely when raters make inaccurate oc 

inconsistent responses due to such factors as guessing, 

inaccurate recording, and fatigue. BJ examining the 

temporal stability of ind~vi~ual raters• scale reliabilities 

it will be possible to determine whether internallJ 

consistent responding is itself a stable chacacteristic of 

individuals. If 

that raters could 

so, 

be 

the practical implications would be 

measured on this factor and given 
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training if needed, and the rating data from those thdt are 

inconsistent could be dropped from the rating context as 

they would be little tetter than random responses. This is 

part o.f the rationale for Blanz and Ghisel li • s (197 2) mixed 

standard scales, tut as yet the stability of ratec 

tendencies to be consistent raters has QOt been evaluated. 

Secondly, as stated earlier, the present study will 

examine how rater error measures and differential accuracy 

correlate wit:h one another.. As Murphy and Ealzer (i.n press) 

have pointed out, "measures of halo, leniency and range 

restriction are commonly used to make direct inferences 

about the accuracy of ratings" (p.1). Recent studies 

(Berman & Kenny, 1976; Bernardin & Pence, 1980; Borman, 

1977; Murphy & Balzer, in press) have indicated that the 

expected negative correlations between differential accuracy 

and error measures are at best weak, and are often positive 

rather than negative. Murphy and Balzer tin press) have 

conducted the most comprehensive study investigating the 

relationsh~p between accuracy measures and rater errors. 

Specifically, they looked at multiple measures of halo. 

leniency, 

of rati.ng 

accuracy) 

and range restriction, and multivariate measures 

accuracy (Crcnbach's (1955) four components of 

across three studies~ Student subjects in all 

three studies (l!=q4 to 69) viewed four s.hort videotaped 
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lectures, two on each of two topics, and rated the teachers 

on eight performance dimensions using an eigh~ item Likert-

type perf ocmance rating form. Procedures were identical 

across all three studies. Murphy and Balzer found that none 

of the correlations between accuracy and error measures were 

significant across all three studies, and only two of the 

measures correlated significantly across two studies. In 

addition, one of their halo measures (the median correlation 

among ratings) was .E.QSitivel.l related to two of the accuracy 

measures (differential accuracy and differential elevation), 

supporting the paradoxical relationship between halo and 

rating accuracy that has been noted by Cooper (1981b) and 

others. Furthermore, Murphy and Baizer found that indices 

of two widely accepted operational definitions of halo {the 

median correlation between performance dimensions~ over 

ratees, and the variance (across dimensions) of the ratings 

assigned to each ratee) did not correlate highly with one 

another (£=.02). The present study will attempt to 

partially replicate these findings with a much larger sample 

size than Murphy and Balzer had available. 

In summary, the primary focus 0£ the present study is 

on determining whether the stably high scale reliabilities 

that Latham, Fay an<l Saari (1979; Latham, Saari & Fay, 1980) 

reported in their instrument development and assessment are 
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due in large part to sample-specific corr:elated errors that 

are a function of raters• idiosyn-cratic implicit theories 

about the covariance of traits and/or behaviors, i .. e., 

illusory halo. As such, this study is attempting to def iue 

the appropriate circumstances under ~hich reliabilities may 

be used as a criterion for a performance appraisal 

instrument.. .In addition, this stud_y is also intended to 

assess the temporal stability of other rating behaviors, 

such as leniency/severity, restriction of range, and 

differential accuracy. Finally, the intercorrelations aoong 

these rating behaviors will be examined, particularly with 

reference to the relationship bet~een differential accuracy 

and the other measures, and additionally with respect to the 

relationship betwee.n two widelj accepted but somewhat 

different definitions of halo. 

HYPOTHESES 

Basec1 upon the above discussiQn, the fellowing 

hypotheses were proposed: 

1. Patterns of intercorrelations among scale items 

for two groufs composed of the same raters will te 

more similar than for two groups composed of 

different raters. 
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2. A one-way test of the differences between scale 

item variance-covariance 

groups (two with shared 

structures 

raters, 

for 

one 

completely independent raters, ratees 

three 

with 

held 

coustant across groups) will be significant. A 

contrast test will indicate that the significant 

difference ref1ects a deviation of the item 

covariance matrix for the independent rater group 

from those for the two same-rater groups. 

3.. T.be rating beha vio.r measures 

leniency/severity, 

differential accuracy 

restriction 

of 

of 

halo, 

range, 

and 

will he consistent across 

of ratees. 

internal consistency 

occasions irrespective 

No hypotheses will be proposed for the direction and 

magnitude of intercorrelations among rating behaviors as 

this part of the study is primarily exploratory in nature. 



METHOD 

SU.BJECTS 

Participants in the study ~ere 274 undergraduate 

students enrolled in an introductory psychology course at 

Virginia Poiytechnic Institute and state University. 

Subjects received appropriate course credit for their 

participation in the study. some subjects were asked to 

attend two sessions (3 weeks apart). Others attended one 

session only .• 

MATERIALS 

Manage~ VideotaE~§ 

Eight videotafed scripts developed by Borman (1977) 

were utilized in the present study. Each taFed segment, five 

to seven minutes in length, depicted a different manager 

intervie~ing the same valuable, but troublesome, employee. 

Th~ough the use of behavioral scaling methodclogy (Smith & 

Kendall, 1963), Earman wrote the scripts such that each 

manager's effectiveness on various dimensions 0£ pe~formance 

approached a preset level. Perfor~ance ratings obtained 

from 14 expert raters exhibited high convergent and 

disc.ri.minant validities, as well as correlating highly with 

the intended (preset) performance 1evels. Thus, Borman 

18 
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proposed that the mean expert ratings could be interpreted 

and utilized as •criterion true scores• of performance for 

the purposes of performance appraisal research. 

~g~ Bating ~!!.§ 

Eight sixteen-item rating forms were developed fro~ 

four of the seven managerial performance dimensions 

developed and used by Borman (1977) (see Appendix A for 

Borman 1 s scales). Only fouD of the seven dimensions were 

used in this study due to time constraints. They were: 

Structuring and Controlling the Interview, Establishing and 

Maintaining .Rapport, .Reacting to Stress, and Obtaining 

Information. Within each of the four dimensions, four 

behavioral descriptors (statements of pei:.formance) we.re 

written from the dimension definitions. T~us, in each 

rating instrument, there •1ere fou.r behavioral descripto.rs 

for each cf four dimensions, yielding a total of 16 

behavioral descriptors, or items. Within each dimension, 

some items •ere worded positively and some negatively in an 

attempt to reduce response b~as. Those behavioral 

descriptors worded negativeiy were later reverse-scored. 

The rating instruments used to evaluate the IDanagers• 

pecformance are presented in Appendix B. 

were developed in conjunction with 

These instruments 

Ne:wmaa' s (1982) 
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investigation of the ef.fects of proximity of conceptually 

similar items on interitem correlations, and for this 

reason, the instruments vary from one another. Four of 

these forms {A, A(2), A{3), and A{4)) present ths items 

blocked or grouped by dimension.. 'Ihe other fou.r present the 

items in four random orders. Approximately one-fourth of 

the subjects in the fresent study used Form A (blocked) to 

rate all four managers, one-fourth used all four Form A's 

(blocked) , one for each &anager (always in the order of Form 

A, A{2), A(3), and A(4)), on€-fourth used Form C (randomized 

items) to rate all four managers, and one-fourth Forms c, E, 

D, and E (randomized items), in that order. Since Ne~man 

found that the item means and standard deviations were 

eguivalent over forms with the same sample, 

be presented here were ~ot analyzed 

randomized item grouFings. 

the .findings to 

ty blocked vs. 

Ratings on the manager instruments used a five-point 

summated rating scale for each behavior description item. 

The scaie had the following anchors: Strongly Agree, Agr~e, 

Undecided, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree, with 

corresponding scale values of one to five. 
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llQ£]fill]] 

Data were collected on two occasions in group sessions 

ranging in size from nine to 42 subjects. All subjects 

served as raters to evaluate the performance of the 

managers. 

Grou] !: 'lime j 

Group A consisted of 

participated in the study. 

65 of the 214 subjects who 

Of the 65 subjects, usable 

responses were obtained from 61, 

given a packet containing the 

or 94%. 

following 

Each subject was 

materials: a 

consent form, 

sum mated rating 

OpScan sbeets .. 

an instruction sheet with the five-point 

scale, the manager rating forms and four 

~he experimenter read through tbe 

instruction sheet with the subjects and provided an 

opportunity for them tc ask pr-0ced ural questions. 

Participants were not given any form of performance cater 

training or coaching. 

Subjects viewed the first four of the eight videotapes 

described above. . Subjects were instructed not to take any 

notes or to record any ratings while watching the 

videotapes. Fellowing each videotape ratings were recorded 

on OpScans, us~ng a new form for each manager. 
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The actual time spent rating each manager did not 

exceed five minutes. tihen all subjects had finished rating 

a manager, they were shown the next videotape under the same 

set of conditions described above until all four manager 

videotapes had been shown. To prevent subjects from 

referring to their zatings of previously observed managers, 

they were instructed to place their ratings in the packet 

envelope after rating each tape. After subjects had viewed 

and rated the ef fectivEness of the four managers (Managers 

1-4) they were instructed to put all of their materials back 

in the packet. Packets were then collected and the 

participants were reminded that the1 were to return in three 

weeks for another session of rating. 

§rou.E .A: Ti]!§ l 

Due to the extended nature of the studJ, some attrition 

occurred in Group A at Ti~e 2. Four 0£ the 61 members of 

Group A did not return for the second half of the study. 

I.his represented an attrition rate at Time 2 of 

approximately 7S, and a cummulative dropout rate of 12% fLcm 

the original pocl of 65 subjects. Those who did participate 

in the second half cf the study followed the same procedures 

at Time 2 as at Time 1, except that approximately half of 

Group A (]=28) were rando1nly selected to view the videotapes 
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0£ Managers 1, 2, 3, and 4 (in that order) for a second 

time, while the other hdlf (]=29) viewed the remaining four 

Borman manager videotapes, namely, Managers 5, 6, 7, and 8 

{in that order). ~hus, approximately half of Group A viewed 

and rated the same managers at Time 2 as at Time 1 (Managers 

1-4), while the ether halt viewed and rated aitferent 

managers (~anagers 5-8). Of the 57 participants who 

returned for the second half of the study, usable responses 

were collected from 21, or 753, of the 28 subjects who rated 

Managers 1-4 and from 26, or 90i, of the 29 subjects ~ho 

rated Managers 5-8. OD this second occasion, raters used 

the same rating instrument as they had used in the first 

half of tbe study. 

For the sake of convenience, the data set for tbe 21 

subjects who rated Managers 1-4 at Time 2 will be ceferred 

to as A12. The rating data for the same 21 people at Time 1 

{rating Managers 1-4) will be called A11. Similarly, the 

data set for the different group of 26 raters rating 

Managers 5-8 at Time 2 will be called A22, and the ratings 

for the same 26 peofle rating Managers 1-4 (a dir£erent set 

of managers) at !ime 1 will be referred to as A21. It 

should be noted that while data sets A11 and A12, and A21 

and A22 will sometimes be referred to as groups, they ace 

oot actually different groups of raters but only different 

sets of rating data for the same two groups of rat~~s. 
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Gro.!!_E ] 

Group B consisted of 1 O~ subjects independent of Gr:oup 

A r:a ters.. Members of Group B followed exactly t11e same 

procedures specified above for Gioup A at Time 1. Group B 

vie~ed and rated the effectiveness of Managers 1 1 2 1 3, and 

4 {in that order) uti.lizing the sarue array of rating 

instruments as Group A. All 104 raters in Group B provided 

usable responses. 

Graul? ~ 

Group c consisted of the remaining 105 subjects in the 

study. Ninety-one, or 871, provided usable responses. 

Members of Group C followed the same procedures as Group E, 

exce_pt that members of Group c viewed the videotaFes of 

Managers 5, 6, 7, and 8 (in that order). The primary 

difference, then, between Group A and Groups B and C is that 

Group A members participated on two occasions, while Groups 

B and c participated only once. A secondary difference is 

in terms of which set of managers they rated (Managers 1-4 

or Managers 5-8). 

Group ]! 

Group D (]=165) is simply a composite of the ratings 

from Grau~ A (!=61) and Grouf E ~=104). It was created for 
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the sole purpose of providing the largest possible samfle of 

ratings on Managers 1-4 by unpracticed subjects for rater 

behavior comparisons. 

The following illustration deficts the basic design of 

the study: 

J 
I Time 1 
I 
J ]grs 1-4 ~3f§ ~=~ 
J 
l A (A11,A21) 
I 
I B C 
l 
I 

A12 A22 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-J 

(a) _[!ccurac_y .. ~he differential accuracy {DA) measui:e 

(Cronbach, 1955) was computed for each rater in much the 

same way that Borman (1977) derived it. For each rater-

ratee combination, item ratings within dimensions were 

averaged to yield one rating per dimension. Each rater 11 s 

ratings of the videotaped target persons on a dimension were 

correlated with the wean true scores provideJ by the expert 

judges in the Borman (1977) study. ~hese DA correlations 

were then transformed to Fisher i•s and averaged across 

dimensions to yield one average DA score. 
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(b) Halo. 'Iwo widely accepted operational definitions 

of halo were utilized in this study (see Saal, Downey & 

Lahey, 1980) .. The f i.rst, BCD.RR, is the average correlation 

(in Fisher ~ form) between performance dimensions. 1he 

higher the obtained corcelation, the less discrimination a 

rater made among various aspects of ratee behavior, and thus 

the more halo. The second , HSD, is the standard deviation 

of the dimension ratings, computed for each ratee and then 

averaged across ratees. Because raters provided not just 

one dimensicn rating but four ratings per dimension, the 

four item ratings within each dimension ~ere first summed 

for each ratee to yield a single rating for each dimension. 

Standard deviations were then computed across the tour 

dimensions for each ratee, and averaged across ratees. A 

low standard deviation indicates less dispersion among the 

dimension ratings, and thus more halo.. Each :rater thus liad 

two estimates of halo: HCORB and HSD. 

(c} 1~nien.f.YLSeveritI.. As in previous .research (e .. g .. , 

Borman, 1977), leniency/severity (LEN) was considered to be 

a rating level effect. Thus, for each rater, 

averaged across items, dimensions, and ratees, 

leniency/severity score per rater. 

ratings were 

yielding one 

{d) Restrif,iion .QJ. Ji.i!Il.9£· Restriction of I'angc.: (RANGE) 

was operationally defined as a standard deviation computed 
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across ratees for each dimension, and then averaged across 

dimensions to yield one restriction of range score for each 

rater. This measure indicates the extent to which the 

ratings discriminate among different ratees with respect to 

their performance levels. lherefore, a low standard 

deviation score indicates high restriction of range while 

higher standard deviations indicate less restriction of 

range. 



RESULTS 

1he stabilitJ of scale reliabilities as a function of 

rater biases was examined through two anal1ses. These 

analyses were conducted to test the general thesis that 

reliability estimates based on averaged ratings from a 

single rater sample ~ill be stable from ~ime 1 to ~ime 2 

because of shared idiosynccatic Later biases, 1i1hereas 

reliabiities based on different raters from Time 1 to Time 2 

will aiffer because of the differences in raters. 1be first 

analysis specifically addressed the question of whether 

interitem correlations within dimensions were consistent 

across occasions. In this analysis, interitem correlations 

across ratees were calculated for each rater-dimension 

combination, and then these correlations were averaged 

across raters by first transforming the Pearson correlations 

to Fisher's ~,. This procedure yielded s~x mean transf orrued 

interitem correlations per dimension, or a total of 24 

interitem correlations. correlations were computed bet~Een 

different rater groups across these 2q interitem correlation 

vectors .. Table 1 shows the correlations between t~o groups 

with common raters (All and A12) and between two groups with 

different raters (A11 and B) • 

.28 
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The Pearson correlation as~u~es that the observations 

(usually people) across which the t~o variables' profiles 

are compared, are statistically independent. Because in 

this case, the correlations shown in ~able 1 are ccmputed 

across 24 nonindependent observations, they are probably not 

distributed as Pearson's £, and hence they must be 

interpreted 

statistics. 

with caution, especially as inferential 

!hey do, ho~ever, accurately reflect the 

relative similarity of within-scale interitern correlation 

profile patterns for the three groups being compared, and 

hence serve as useful descriptive statistics. 

As indicated in Table 1, the correlation across the 

profiles of the 24 interitem correlations in the same-raters 

case is large (~=-67). However, it is even higher in the 

different-raters case (f=.80), a finding contrary to the 

prediction that 

spuriously inflated 

the same-rater 

by shared rater 

corrElation 

biases. Furthermore, 

the four single-dimension analyses, with correlations based 

on only six observations each, yielded mixed findings. 

Therefoxe, the results presented in Table 1 provide no 

support for the hypothesis that patterns of 

intercorrelations among scale itews in same rater samples 

would be more similar across occasions than those from 

different rater samples. 
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Table 1 

Correlations over Average Interitem Correlationsa between Occasions 

for Same and Different Rater Samples 

Overall (~=24 observations) 

By Dimension (~=6 observations) 

Structuring and Controlling 
the Interview 

Establishing and Maintaining 
Rapport 

Reacting to Stress 

Obtaining Information 

Same Raters 
(All vs A12) 

.6 7 

-.02 

.66 

• 78 

.83 

Different Raters 
(All vs B) 

.80 

.80 

.24 

.93 

.65 

a Average interitem correlations are Fisher's z transformations of 
Pearson correlations. 
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While the first analysis was able to assess both the 

temporal stability and the aci:oss-i::ater samr;le 

generalizability of interiteru reliabilities for two rater 

samples at a time, it did not provide for a direct 

comparison between same-rater gioups and different-Later 

gr:oups .• For this reason, Box•s (1950) test of the 

hypothesis cf eguality of variance-covariance matrices in 

the multivariate case (cf. limm, 1975, p.251) was employed 

to directly assess differences in levels and patterns of 

item intercorrelations between sa~e-cater and different-

rater conditions.2 

If different raters are interpret:ing items differe.ntly, 

and if these differences influence illasory halo, then the 

item covariance matrices for the sane raters at two 

occasions should be more similar than the mate.ices for 

different raters. If the idiosyncratic illusory halo effect 

is strong enough, the item covariance matrices for the same 

raters evaluating different ratees on different occasions 

should be more similar to each other than are the covariance 

2A test of item covariances rather than scale reliabilities 
(coefficient alpha) was employed because the standard error 
of coefficient alpha is unknown. Box•s test is actually a 
ruore stringent test for it takes into consideration both 
pattern and level diffe.rences between the item covariance 
structures, whereas similar alphas would be obtained for 
two samples as long as the mea.D interitem correlations were 
equal, regardless o.f the ~ill.£!! oi relationships betwEen 
items,. 
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mar-ices for different raters rating the .§~..£ ratees. Eox•s 

test was used to evaluate whether these same-rater and 

different-rater item covariance matrices differ 

significantly .. 

Box's test reguired computing, acLcss :rate€s, all 

possible interitern ccrrElations within each dimension, and 

averaging these interiteru correlations across raters. 1his 

procedure yielded four standardized variance-covariance 

matrices per group, one for each dimension. A separate Box 

test was performed to test for differences in tte item 

covariance structure between groups for each of the four 

performance dimensions. The Box test is similar to a ooe-

way ANOVA for the case of vaciance-covariances matcices and 

as such yields an l statistic. 1able 2 presents the 

determinants by dimension for the three primary groups being 

compared: A11, A12, and B. The "Pooled" cclumn gives the 

determinants of the matrices formed by pooling or averaging 

the interiteru correlations across the three groups. Eox' s 

test essentially compares the determinants of t~e groups of 

interest ~ith that of the pooled group to determine if there 

ar:e any significant differences 

variance-covariance matrices. If 

between the groups' 

the hypothesis were 

correct that the levels and patterns of intercorcelations 

would be similar in the same rater case (Time 1 and Time 2) 
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but would differ in the different rater case, then we would 

expect to see f values approaching significance when 

comparing the three gxoups. Table 2 lists the I values with 

their probability levels.. 'Ihe la.rgest of the four f values 

derived was less t.han 1.0 {f{20,291)= 0 .. 07, 12>.999). Not 

only were these l values non-significant at the u~per tail 

but a lower tail significance evaluation (Hays, 1973, P~ 

447) indicated that they were actually significant ~< .. 01) 

at the lower end of the f distribution. 

Such extremely low l values suggested that some 

violation of indepe.ndence had occurred. Since ratees were 

held constant acrcss the three groups analyzed above, a 

second Box test was performed to determine if the above 

findings were due to a strong ratee effect. In this second 

analysis ratees as well as raters were varied by comparing 

only groups A11 and C (different raters evaluating different 

ratees on different occasions). latle 3 presents the 

findings. Once again the 1 values for all tour dimensions 

were significantly less than 1.0, suggesting that there is 

no effect for the manipulation and that it may be the items 

themselves that are the consistent factor across groups. 

Despite the negative cesults reported above, an 

assessment of the stability of illusory halo was deemed 

necessary and appropriate in order to verify directlJ the 
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Table 2 

Box's Test of the Equality of Variance-Covariance Matrices 

for Same and Different Rater Samples 

Determinants 

Dimension All Al2 B Pooled F 

Dl .0048 .0063 .0203 .0108 0.0324 

D2 .2496 .0121 .1288 .12 70 0.0733 

D3 .114 7 .1173 .1404 .1495 0.0252 

D4 .0332 .0376 .0281 .0366 0 .0155 

Note. All F's have df = (20,291). 
Dl =-Structuring and Controlling the Interview 
D2 = Establishing and Maintaining Rapport 
D3 = Reacting to Stress 
D4 = Obtaining Information 

.E. 

.99999 

.99999 

.99999 

.99999 
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Table 3 

Box's Test of the Equality of Variance-Covariance .Matrices 

for Different Rater and Different Ratee Samples 

Determinants 

Dimension All c Pooled 

Dl .0048 .0571 .0261 

D2 .2496 .0130 .0927 

D3 .1147 .0208 .1022 

D4 .0332 .0188 .0300 

Note. All £'shave df = (10,172). 
Dl Structuring and Controlling the Interview 
D2 = Establishing and Maintaining Rapport 
D3 = Reacting to Stress 
D4 = Obtaining Information 

F 

0.0618 

0.0657 

0.1000 

0.0251 

.99998 

.99997 

.99981 

.99999 
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purported idiosyncratic and stable nature of the phenomenon .. 

Therefore, a bet~een-dimension analysis of ratings was 

performed to test for the stability o.f illusory halo. I11 

this analysis, ratings on the four items within dimensions 

were summed for each rater-ratee combination, to obtain a 

single score for each ratee on each dimension. Then 

correlations were computed between all possible pairs of 

dimensions for each rater. The six resulting interdimension 

correlations were converted to Fisher 1•s and averaged for 

each rater in order to derive a mean interdimensiou 

correlation for each rater. 1his procedure was performed en 

£our groups: A11, A12, A21, and A22. It should be 

reemphasized that while groups A11 and A12 represent 

separate sets cf cbservations tecause of differences in 

occasions, they consist of data collected from the same 21 

subjects~ The same holds for groups A21 and A22, except 

that in addition to differing ~ith respect to occasions, the 

26 raters evaluated different sets of ratees an the two 

occasions. Foe both pairs of groups {A11 and A12; A21 and 

A22), raters' halo errors (interdimension correlations) at 

Time 1 were correlated with their Time 2 halo. The observed 

correlation bet~een these halo scores for groups A11 and A12 

(same raters~ sane ratees) was statistically significant 

(.,&=. 47, .,E<. 05). For groups A21 and A22 (Sallie raters., 
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different ratees) the observed correlation was .not 

statistically significant (£=.13, E<-52). A significance 

test of independent correlations {Cohen & Cohen, 1975, p.51) 

indicated no significant difference betwe€n these two 

correlations (!=1.20, R<-11). Since the halo fileasure was 

consistent from 1ime 1 to 1ime 2 in the same rater/same 

ratee co.ndi tion but net so in the same rater/different ra tee 

condition, it would appear that halo (as operationally 

defined in this case) is not a consistent rating behavior 

across ratees .. It is only consistent within ratees. 

Therefore it does not seem to be halo-based idiosyncratic 

beliefs about "what gees with whatfl tbat is responsible for 

the kind of rating stabilities reported b.Y Latham, Saari and 

Fay (1980) .. 

STABibJ!l !ND 1~TERf.QR.RELATIO!~ OF ~!11..!iQ ~]HA1!0R~ 

The avecage differential accuracy and rater error 

scores (along with their standard deviations) are presented 

in !able 4 for each xater group and subgroup that was 

analyzed. For both differential 

(HCORR) the Pearson f eti ui valent 

accuracy (DA) and halo 

of the average Fisher's ~ 

value is also given in parentheses. Although the groups do 

vary considerably in size lli=21 to !=165), the1 do not 

differ substantially in the degree to which they exhibit 
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these rating behaviors, with the exception of the two groups 

who evaluated Managers 5-8. 1hese two groups (A22 and C) 

consistently showed higher values {or lower values, 

depending on the measure) than the groups who rated Managers 

1-4. Specifically, subjects who rated Banagers 5-8 were 

ruore accurate, exh.ibited greater halo o.n .both halo measures, 

and were more lenient, but exhibited less restriction of 

range. An independent means ! test performed between groups 

c (!=91) and D (]=165) (the two largest groups completely 

independent with respect to both subjects and ratees} on the 

means of each of the five measures indicated that these 

ditfereaces were significant. 

was on the restriction of 

The smallest ! value obtained 

range measui::e (! (254)=3 .. 56, 

~<.001). The !-values for all the measures are presented in 

column one of Table 5. 

While the analysis of differences between groups c and 

D Jid have the advantage of being based on large sample 

sizes and on groups not subject to a ratee order effect, by 

itself it could not reveal whether the significant group 

differences in rating behaviors were a result of the 

different rater samples or the different ratee samples. 

Therefore, a ! test for correlated (dependent) samples was 

performed on g.r:oups A21 and A22 (1!=26), the two groups whic.h 

represent the same fEople rating ManageLs 1-4 at Time 1 and 
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Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations of Differential Accuracy and 

Rater Error Measures by Groups 

Differential Restriction 
Accuracy Halo Leniency of Range 

Sample N DA HCORR HSD LEN RANGE -
z (rz) z (rz) 

A - 61 
Mean .90 (. 72) .67 (.59) 2.78 2.46 .99 
SD .47 .48 .56 .32 .28 

All 21 - Mean .82 (.68) .60 (.54) 2.89 2.49 1.02 
SD .44 .56 ~55 .31 .29 

Al2 21 - (.76) Mean .99 .74 (. 63) 3.03 2.62 1.06 
SD .51 .62 . 62 .29 . 29 

A21 26 -
Mean .99 (. 76) • 71 (. 61) 2.80 2.47 1.00 
SD .49 .42 .61 .32 .30 

A22 26 --
Mean 1.32 (. 81) 1. 36 (. 88) 1.90 2.66 1.10 
SD .43 .59 .44 .41 .33 

B 104 - Mean .80 (. 67) .93 (. 73) 2.54 2.47 .95 
SD .42 .56 . 67 .30 .28 

c 91 - Mean 1.22 (. 81) 1.29 (. 86) 2.20 2.70 1.09 
SD .48 .54 .64 .38 .28 

D 165 - Mean .83 (. 68) .83 (.68) 2.63 2.47 • 96 
SD .44 .55 .64 .30 .28 

Note. All~ components are Fisher's z transformations of Pearson 
correlations. 
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rlanagers 5-8 at Time 2... The findings, which are pi:esented 

in column two of 1able 5, point to a very strong ratee 

effect. These analyses, when taken together# indicate that 

the differences are due to a ratee effect, rather than to 

strong rater or order effects. A word of caution is in 

order, however, in interpreting the generalizability of this 

ratee effect, for unlike the subjects in th€ present study, 

the expert raters in Borman•s (1977) study did not perceive 

differences between these two ratee groups~ Bence it may he 

that Virginia Tech students view behavior in a different way 

than expert raters, suggesting the possibility of a Bater-

type X Ratee interaction effect. While it was not possible 

to assess such a higher order effect in the present study 

because different rater populations wer€ not sampled, it can 

be concluded uneguivocally that within the context of the 

present study, rating behaviors were consistently and 

strongly affected by the ratee samples. 

In order to determine if the five rating behavior 

measures were stab1e across occasions, between-occasion 

intercorrelations of these measures were computed for t~o 

same-rater groups: Al1 and A12 (]=21) and A21 ancl A22 

(!=26). The findings are presented in Table 6. While in 

the first case all measures except BSD showed significant 

stability coefficients, this was not the case for g£oups A21 
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Table 5 

Student's t for Mean Differences between Different Ratee Samples in 

Differential Accuracy and Rater Error Measures 

Differential Accuracy (DA) 

Halo 
HCORR 
HSD 

Leniency (LEN) 

Restriction of 

adf = 254. 
bdf = 25. 

*.E.. (. 05. 
**.E.. <.01. 

***.E.. (.001. 

Range (RANGE) 

Different Raters/a 
Different Ratees 

(C vs D) 
(N=91, 165) 

6 .41*** 

6.48*** 
-5.15*** 

4.98*** 

3.56*** 

b Same Raters/ 
Different Ratees 

(A22 vs A21) 
(N=26) 

2.69* 

4.86*** 
-7.42*** 

2.79** 

1.65 
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and A22. Only two of the five measures (LEN and RANGE) 

correlated strongly across occasions tor these different-

ratee subgroups, a finding that has been substantiated in 

the pecson perception literature (Crow & Hammond, 1957; 

Gross, 1961). Thus, at least in the case of halo and 

differential accuracy, the results suggest that catee 

characteristics may be at least as important contributors to 

rating behaviors as are idiosyncratic rater characteristics. 

This finding is contrary to the original hypothesis that 

differential accuracy a~d rating errors (halo in particular) 

would .be consistent across occasions ir.cespective of ra tees .. 

Internal consistency reliabilities were also analyzed 

for their across-occasion staoility properties. Coefficient 

alphas were computed for each of the four f ouc-item scales 

for each rater in groups All, A12, A21, and A22. lhe 

across-occasion stability of these reliabilities for both 

the same Laters;same ratees case and the same 

raters/different ratees case is fresented Table 7. Although 

significantly consistent reliabilities were otserved in only 

one dimension for 

E<.0001), ·the 

the same raters/same ratees 

stability correlations for 

case 

the 

dimensions approached significance, suggesting a 

(!:=. 75, 

other 

trend 

toward internally consistent ratings across occasions when 

ratees are held constant. However, this trend was not 
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Table 6 

Stability Coefficients of Differential Accuracy and Rater Errors for 

Same and Different Ratee Samples 

Rating Behavior 

Differential Accuracy (DA) 

Halo 
HCORR 
HSD 

Leniency (LEN) 

Restriction of Range (RANGE) 

*..e. <. 05. 
**.E. <· 01. 

***.E. (. 0001. 

Same Raters/ 
Same Ratees 
(All vs A12 ) 

(N=21) 

.57** 

.47* 

.36 

.62** 

.83*** 

Same Raters/ 
Different Ratees 

(A21 vs A22 ) 

(N=26) 

.06 

.13 

.34 

.60** 

• 51** 
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observed in the same raters/different ratees case. 

suggesting some ratee €ffect. ~bus. the findings are not, 

in general, supportive of a high degxee of stability in 

scale internal consistency reliability for raters, 

irrespective of ratee samples~ 

Tables 8 and 9 present the wi tbin·-group 

intercorrelations of the five rating behavior measures for 

the two largest groufs ~hich are independent of each other 

with respect to 

(1'!=91) and D 

both raters and ratees, namely. groups C 

(!= 1 t4) .. 

aualysis for two 

would provide 

reasons: 

more 

7hese groups were chosen for this 

(1) their larger sample sizes 

rE:lia.ble estimates of the 

intercorrelations among these measures, and (2) by analyzing 

two independent samples of ratees as well as raters, greater 

certainty concerning the generalizab~lity of the findings is 

gained~ ~bile most of the interco~relations presented in 

Tables 8 and 9 are consistent across tables, some are not, 

suggesting again that perhaps the levels# variances and 

covariances of some of the rating behaviors are dependent 

upon the ratees themselves. 

One effect is relatively consistent and places some 

doubt on t.be generalizability of Murphy and Ba.lzer•s (in 

press) findings concerning t.he similarity (or dissimilarity) 

between alternate measures of halo error. This is. the 
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Table 7 

Stability Correlations of Within-Rater Scale Internal 

Consistency Reliabilities for Four Dimensions 

Dimension 

Structuring and Controlling 
the Interview 

Establishing and Maintaining 
Rapport 

Reacting to Stress 

Obtaining Information 

*.£(.05. 
**.E. (.0001. 

Same Raters/ 
Same Ratees 
(All vs A12) 

(N=21) 

. 75** 

.42 

.31 

. 34 

Same Raters/ 
Different Ra tees 

(A21 vs A22 ) 

(N=26) 

.20 

-.15 

.34 

.45* 
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Table 8 

Intercorrelations of Differential Accuracy and 

Rater Errors for Group D 

Differential Restriction 
Accuracy Halo 

DA HCORR HSD 

DA 

HCORR .18* 

HSD .05 -.30**** 

LE.i.~ . 31**** .15 .24** 

RANGE .27*** .51*** .33**** 

Note. N = 164 raters, rating Managers 1-4. 

*.E. (. 05. 
**_E.(.01. 

***E.. (. 001. 
****£. <· 0001. 

Leniency Range 

LEN RANGE 

• 32**** 

of 
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Table 9 

Intercorrelations of Differential Accuracy and 

Rater Errors for Group C 

Differential 
Accuracy Halo Leniency 

DA HCORR HSD LEN 

DA 

HCORR .38** 

HSD -.15 -.62** 

LEN .07 -.01 .12 

RANGE .40*** .50*** .02 .33* 

Note. N = 91 raters, rating Managers 5-8. 

*.£. <.01. 
**.E. <· 001. 

***.E. <· 0001. 

Restriction 
Range 

RANGE 

of 
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strong negative correlation obtained between the two 

measures of halo (HCOFB and HSD). The correlations between 

HCORR and BSD in Grcufs C U=91) and D (]=165) are -.62 and 

-.30, respectively. 

expected relation 

The negative corLelations reflect the 

tetween these measures given their 

operational definitions. These correlations were both 

significant (two-tailed test) at the ~<.001 level. Murphy 

and Balzer, on the other band, obtained a correlation of 

only .02 between these halo measures. Given that the 

present study utilized considerablJ larger samples (165 and 

91 vs. 50, 44, and 69) and demonstrated the effect in not 

only two indepenJent cater samples but also two independent 

ratee samples, the strong conceptual linkage between these 

two measures of halo is substantiated, at least within the 

parameters of the present study. 

A second major consistent finding is that of a positive 

correlation between differential accuracy and halo (HCORB), 

a phenomenon that, as mentioned earlier, has been documented 

in numerous studies. Other findings of note are the 

consistent significantly positive correlations observed 

between restriction of range and differential accuracy, halo 

(HCORB) and leniency. These correlations translate to the 

following: the greater the range restriction, the less 

accurac1, halo and leniency. 



DISCUSSION 

~ OF T H.E EFFECT .Qi: ILLUSORY l!!I& Ql! 1fil ..2lliil! TY .Qi 
RELIABJ;LITIES 

Contrary to the original hypotheses, the st a bi l.i ty of 

scale reliabilities does not appear to be af f e.c-ted by 

idiosyncratic rater biases such as illusory halo. Indeed, 

the results taken together suggest that at least within the 

context of the present study's rater groups, rdtee groups 

and scales, consistent rater 'eff~cts are V€ry limited and do 

not appear to affect the psychcmetric properties of the 

rating scales much at all. NEitber did changes in ratee 

samples bave a strong effect on scale reliabilities. Thus, 

the findings of the present study tail to discredit Latham, 

Saari and Fay's (1980) contention that their BOS development 

procedure yields scales with stablJ high reliabilities. 

Several methodclogical differences between tl1e present 

study and the Latham et al. (1979, 1980) studies may account 

in pa~t for these negative results. Latham et al.'s scales 

1t1ere developed and optimized on the specific sample of 

raters used in both studies. Since the present study did 

not develop its scales in this fashion but utilized 

preexisting scales, the chances of detecting the expected 

change in scale reliabilities as a function of a change in 

rater sample may have been reduced. 

49 
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Secondly, because of practical constraints, only four 

ratees could be evaluated in any given rating session. 

Therefore, in the Box tests, for example, correlations were 

computed across E1 s of four. The standard ELror of 

correlations based 011 an E of £our is re.latively l.arge, 

suggesting that the correlations input into the Box tests 

were subject to considerable random variation. This may 

explain ~hy the Box test did not detect any difierences in 

the covariance structures of the groups of comparison. 

7hird, some studies that have examined the effect of 

delayed evaluation on illusocy halo (e.g., Borgatta 1 1958; 

Shweder & D'andrade, 1980) have found that halo is higher 

when ratings are based on less recent observations than on 

ratings obtained concurrently with observations, suggesting 

that raters rely more heavily on implicit category 

covariance beliefs when 

available {Cooper, 1981b). 

observations are less readily 

Since the raters in the present 

study evaluated the managers immediately following 

observation 0£ their behavior, while Latham et al. 1 s raters 

observed behavior over a long period of time, there may have 

been less opportunity for cognitive distortion and reliance 

on implicit personality theories to operate in the present 

study. 
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Finally, unlike the Latham et al. studies in ~hich 

supervisors rated the performance of subordinates whom they 

knew well, and for whom they were responsitle, the present 

study had college students rate the performance of 

unfamiliar bogus managers irom a five-minute videotape under 

artificial appraisal conditions. Although it might be 

expected that under such conditions halo error would be more 

prevalent and pxonounced (Landy & Farr, 1980) , there is some 

dispute over this point (e.g., see Passini 6 Norman, 1966; 

Rush, Thowas, & Lord, 1977). On the one hand, since tbe 

raters in this sample were unfamiliar with the four ratees, 

they may have relied upon im~licit theories to fill in gafs 

between the limited amounts of behavior they had observed. 

On the othec hand, the ratings tbEy were called upon to make 

were quite behavioral and specific {see Appendix B), and 

should have been directly observable in the videotapes. 

Hence, it is not ob~ious that Fressures toward either 

greater or lesser halo error were present in this study than 

in the Latham et al. studies. 

Since it was not possibie to compare levels of halo 

error exhibited by subjects in the present study with those 

of the participants in the Latham et al. studies, the most 

that can be said on this point is that the use of students 

and videotaped performance in the present study makes it 
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subject to threats of external validity. and thus somewhat 

limits the genecalizatility of the findings. 

Aside from these methodological issues. a more 

fu.ndamen·tal issue may explain the findings. In 

hypothesizing that patterns oi intercorrelations among scale 

items for two grouFS composed of the same raters will be 

more similar than for two groups composed 

raters, the explicit assumption was also 

rater brings to the rating context his 

of different 

made t.ha t each 

or her own 

idiosyncratic implicit personality theories about the 

covariance of tra~ts and behaviors. ibis was not a novel 

assumption .. 

theory have 

Researchers i.n th€ area o.f implicit personality 

posited this view for many years (Schneider. 

1973). However, the further assumption was made that these 

idiosyncratic implicit theories would he pronounced enough 

to be able to differentiate one group of raters from another 

in terms of their ratiny behaviors. with halo error singled 

out because 0£ its close identity to the definition and 

meaning of implicit personality theory, viz., "assumed 

relationships among traits" (Bruner & Tagiuri. 1954J. This 

was a rather novel viewpoint, for most researchers in the 

area of implicit ~ersonality theor1 have contended that 

implicit personality theories are clearly structured and to 

a large extent, commonly agreed upon (Berman & Keuny, 1976; 
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aulaik, 1964; Passini & Norma~, 1966; Schneider, 1973), 

except as they are influenced by some individual differences 

variables such as cognitive complexity. Since the subjects 

in the present stud1 were randomly assigned to treatments, 

and not grouped by any individual differences variable, the 

negative results found in this study may weli have been due 

to a strong effect for shared, or common, implicit theories 

across individuals and groups. AilJ idios1ncratic implicit 

theories which may have been present, apparently represented 

only a small percentage of the implicit personality theories 

that each subject held, and thus no significant differences 

between patterns of intercorrelations were detected~ 

A consistent finding across every analysis t.hat 

assessed the stability of, and corcelations between, the 

rating behaviors analyzed in the present study was that of a 

strong ratee effect. 'Ihe direction o.f this effect was such 

that in nearly every instance differential accuracy, halo, 

leniency/severity, restriction of range and inter.nal 

consistency measures were relativel1 stable across occasions 

when ratees were held constant but not so when the ratee 

sample changed from occas~on to occasion. Since in most 

applied settings people will be evaluating the perfor~ance 
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of many individuals, these findings Suggest that it may be 

inappropriate to talk about these rating behaviors as stable 

rater characteristics. Indeed, it may be that some people 

are easier to rate accurately and consistently than others. 

These findings also have some bearing on the use of 

mixed standard scales {Blanz S Ghiselli, 1972). Mixed 

standard scales permit the evaluation of the reliability, or 

consistency, with which raters evaluate ratees on various 

dimensions of ferf ormance, with the intent 

and eliminating inconsistent raters from 

of id·entif1ing 

the appraisal 

process. While the scales and rating format in the present 

study are not identical to thdt of .mixed standard scales, in 

principle they are similar in teems of idEntifying people 

who are making inconsistent ratings. Based upon the results 

of the present study, making logical inconsistencies in 

rating perf or.mance does not appear to be a very stable 

characteristic of raters per se. Thus, it would not seem to 

be appropr~ate to identify the logically iDconsistent raters 

and eliminate them from future rating situations. However, 

it would be prudent, on any given occasion, to identify and 

drop the ratings made by such raters. Since up to this 

point, little has been known about the stability of within-

scale consistency in ratings, these findings may provide 

researchers and practitioners alike with a general guideline 
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to the use and interpretation of multi-item scales such as 

the mixed standard scale. 

In reference to the significant correlations observed 

between th€ two different operational definitions of halo 

{HCORR and HSD) it can be argued that perhaps these two 

measures are not as distinct as Murphy and Balzer (1982) 

sugges.L 

war-ranted. 

Further investigation of these measures is 

Finally, the findings on the relationship between 

differential accuracy and halo {HCOBB) in the present study 

substantiate previous 

appears to 

findings of a halo-accuracy paradox. 

be little reason not to accept the There thus 

idea that "halo" as it is of ten measured coDsists of both 

"true" halo and "illusory" halo, with the true halo 

coutributing to the positive relationship between halo and 

accuracy .. 

Futun: research on the psychometric charact~ristics of 

rating behaviors ~ould benefit from the utilization of 

settings of a more applied nature. For exampl~, iu the 

academic environment, repeated measures of students' 

evaluations of the perf oz:-ma.nce of their p.rcfes.soz:-s could be 

taken. ~his approach would reduce the threats to external 

validity discussed earlier, and could provide reasonable 

estimates of the stability of such rating behaviors as halo, 
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leniency, and restriction of range. Howeve~, in the 

assessment of differential accuracy, videotapes or some 

similarly controlled procedure must be used in order to have 

reliable estimates cf true performance. Therefore, in the 

investigation of differential accuracy, researchers will 

inherently have external validity p£oblems. This snould 

not, however, deter researchers from investi9ating the 

relationship between diffe~ential accuracy and other rating 

behaviors, as well as its stability as a tehavio~. such 

research, like the fresent study, is needed if tbe use of 

these measures as criteria for performance appraisal 

validity is to continue. 
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A. STRUCTURING AllD CONTROLLING TllE INTERVIEll 

Clearly stating the purpose of the interview; maint~inlng control over the interview#• ~!splaying an 
organlred and prepared approach to the Interview versus not d~scusslng the purpose o the interview 
displaying a confused approach; al lowing llhipker to control the Interview when Inappropriate. 

High level Performance 

Outlines clearly the areas to be 
discussed and sklllfully guides 
the discussion Into those areas. 

Displays good preparation for 
the Interview and effectively 
uses Information about llhlpker, 
his subordinates, etc. to 
conduct a well planned Inter-
view. 

Average Perf orinance 

States the purpose of the Inter-
view but falls to cove" some 
areas he lntendet to discuss. 

Appears prepare~ for the 
Interview hut at times Is 
unable to control the Inter-
view or to guide It Into 
areas planned for discussion. 

Low level Performance 

Falls to Indicate the purpo•e 
of the Interview and appears 
to be unfamiliar with the 
file Information. 

Appears unprepared for the 
Interview and Is unable to 
control llhlpker on the Inter-
view. 

\/hat a high level performer 
might do: 

What an average performer 
might do: 

What a low level performer 
might do: 

1. At the start of the Inter-
view, this Baxter would be expected 
to outline clearly the areas 
he wished to discuss. He 
would then cover each of 
these areas by skillfully 
moving the discussion to a 
new topic whenever a" Impasse 
was reached. 
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5. 

~. 

Can be expected to prepare 
some notes of some things to 
cover and occasionally 
refer to the~ during the 
Interview. 

p 
E 
R £ 
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0 A 
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11 p 
A l 

2. 

I. 

After of ferlng a fe<o< 
pleasantries at the start 
of the Interview, would ex-
pect this Baxter to be un-
sure about what to say nex~ 
and to remain silent and 
fidget with llhlpker's 
personnel file. 

N E 6. 
c s 

This Baxter would be well 
prepared for the llhlpker 
Interview. He can be ex-
pected to display consider-
able knowledge ftbout 
llhlpker's projects and the 
qualifications of llhipker's 
subordinates. 

N E 
c s 
E 

llould expect this Baxter to 
state that the reason f~r their 
discussion was to talk about the 
communlc.11 Ions fal lure which had 
occurred recently but that they 
could talk about other topics 

N E 
c s 
E 

Can expect this Baxter to 
seem unsure about where the 
Interview Is going and to 
allow llhlpker to give him.., 
ultimatum to either change 
the overt lme rules or the 
delivery schedule on his 
contracts. 

£ 

]. 

as wel I. 

Can be expected to state that he 
has called \lhlpker In because 
he wants to get to know his 
people and to f Ind out how they 
have been doing In their work. 

O'\ 
N 
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B. ESTABLISHHIG ANO HlllllTt.l•llNG P.APPORT 

Setting an ~pproprlat~ cli~dtC for the interview: opcnirg tf1~ i11tcrvic~ in a warm nonthreatenir1g manner: 
being sensitive to Uhipkrr v~rsus setting a host11t· ~r bc11igerent c1in~te, b~rn~ overly frirndly or 
familiar during the intervi1:w; disolaviriq laser.siti itv tow.1rd \Jhipker. 

High level Performance 

Draws llhlpker out by projecting 
sincerity and warmth during the 
Interview. 

Discusses \lhlpker's problems 
In a candid but nonthreatening 
and supportive way. 

\/hat a high level performer 
might do: 

7. 

6. 

\lould expect this Baxter 
to ~rcj~~t 'unsid~•d~;~ 
warmth and sincerity 
during the Interview. 
He may be expected to 
discuss \Jhipker's job 
related problems candidly 
but In a nonthreatening 
manner, leavfn9 Whipker 
with the feel Ing that 
his boss would support 
and help him do his job 
well. 

Can be expected to draw 
\lhlpker out by talking 
about some of his pro-
blems as United fund 
coordinator In his prp-
vlous job, and then to 
ask llhlpkcr about his 
own experience with the 
United fund job 

Averf'at Perforn1ance 

OispldyS ~o~e sircerlty and warmth 
toward \lhipkcr and Indicates by 
his response to \lhirker and his 
problems that he Is reasonably sen-
s 1 t ive to \lhi~ker's work-related 
need-.. 

Uses mechanical ~eans to set \lhlpker 
to set Whioker ~t case, i.e., offers 
coffee. 

Yhat an avera~e performer 
might do: 
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\.lou1d be ~•pected to bci;in 
the Interview by saying that 
It wa• nice to talk to llhlpkcr 
in an Informal setting and 
that he hoped they would have 
a good uorking relationship. 

Can expect this Baxter to greet 
Whlpker cor~ially at the door 
and tr. ,..ffer him a cl·air. 

Can be expected to begin the 
Interview by slapping \lhlpker 
on the back and asking him how 
things are going on the job In 
such a manner that \Jht~ker wou1d 
feel somrwhat uneasy. 
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low Level Perfor~~nce 

Projects little feel!ng or 
ser•sltivity toward \lhipker; 
makes no friendly gestures. 

Is confront Ive and ln2ppro-
prlately blunt during tne 
Interview. 

\/hat a low level performer 
mi9ht do: 

2. 

1. 

This Baxter would be ex-
pected to begin the Inter-
view somewhat abruptly by 
telling Whlpker he had askal 
him In to !alk about his 
(Whlpker's) problems In 
the company. 

This Baxter can be expected 
to tell \lhlpker, without 
any smal I talk, "I suppose 
we both know that you are 
here because we have been 
getting reports about your 
not being able to get along 
with people on the job." 

O' 
VJ 



C. R[ACTlllG TO STR£SS 

Remaining calm and cool, even durinq ~hipker'' outbursts; apo109lzln9 ~hen appropriate but not backing down 
or retreating unnecessarily; ~aintainlng composure and perspective under fire versus reacting inappropriately 
to stress; becoming ~nreasonable, Irate, or defensive In re~ction to cC>rlplaints; backing down Inappropriately 
when confronted. 

High level Performance 

Remains calm during Vhlpker's 
outbursts and resnonds In a 
rational, proble~ 'olvln9 
mannrr. 

Is firm but nondefenslve 
In response to Vhlpker's 
verbal assaults; admits 
fault when appropriate but 
maintains an effective, 
problem solving orientation 
when Interacting with Vhipker. 

Averag~ Pcrformarce 

Haintal~s ccnrosure during most 
of the interview but may appear 
unsettled, self-conscious, or 
defensive in re~ction to Sor.le 
of llhlpker 's outbursts. 

Hay becone rattlerl w~en confronted 
but recovers quickly. 

low level Performance 

Becomes aggressively author-
itative with. \Jhipker or 
becomes helplessly silent 
during Uhipker's outbursts. 

[seal ates confl let by re-
acting defensively to 
Uhlpker's cutbursts or 
accusing Vhlpker of causing 
prob lens. 

Vhat a high level performer 
might do: 

\/hat an average performer 
might do: 

Vhat a low level performer 
might do: 
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Even though \/hlpker ls 
at hi• as•aultlve best 
several time• during the 
Interview, this Baxter 
""'uld still maintain his 
cool, his earnest voice, 
and his good eye-to-eye 
contact with Vhipker. 

If \/hlpk~r said that he 
wanted Baxter's Job, this 
Baxter could be expected 
to be very calm and cool 
•nd to 'ay, ''Oo you have 
any Ideas as to uhy you 
didn't get lt7" 

5. 
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3. 

If Vhlpker pressed him to ex-
plair whv he didn't get 
eaxter's job, th Is Baxter 
would present his arguments 
in a low-key, logical m..-.nner. 

Vould expect this Paxter to 
becone a bit rattled wher 
Vhlpker blows off about the 
Valva Incident, but to recover 
quickly and request nore Inf or-
matlcn about the r~n-in. 

When Vhipker complains about 
not receiving the 1'1eno regarding 
Tech Services, can e~pect thi~ 
Baxter to say he had no idea 
what happened to the memo. 
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2. 

I. 

Can be expected to swallow 
hard and grab the sides or 
his chair when \/hlpker 
blows up about how he shou~ 
have had Thompson's job. 

Vould expect this Baxter to 
respond to Whlpker's belll-
gerenc~ by becoming belli-
gerent himself •nd to stat~ 
"Ycu got the memo ~s fast Clio 

anyone else--if you didn't 
rece Ive the memo, It• s your 
fault." 

0\ 
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D. OBTAINlllG INFOPHATION 

Asking appropriate questions; probing effectively to ensure that m~anlngful topics and Important Issues 
are raised; seeking solid Information versus qlosslng over problems and issues; asking lnarpropriate 
questions; falling to probe Into l/hlpker's perception of problems. 

Hioh Level Performance 

Asks probing questions, ensuring 
that important topics are dis-
cussed. 

Through careful and effective 
~uestionlng, Is able 10 un-
cover substantive problems 
and Issues. 

Average Performance 

Asks general questions about 
Whlpker's job and problems. 

Does some questioning and 
probing Into lmportantprob-
lems and job related issues 
but generally falls to follow 
up effectively. 

Low Level Performance 

Asks Inappropriate or super-
f lclal questions which fall 
to confront Important pro-
blems. 

Spends little or no time 
questioning Whlpker about 
substantive proble~s or 
issues. 

What a high level performer 
might do: 

\lhat an averag~ performer 
might do: 

Whal a low level performer 
might do: 

1. By persistently, yet 
delicately probing 
\lhlpker's feelings, this 
Baxter would be able to 
determine that Vhlpker 
prefers technical to 
managerial work. 
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5. 

~. 

Would expect this Baxter to 
ask Vhipker how he (Whlpker) 
liked his job and whether he 
had any problems. 

Could be expected to ask 
Whipker why he lef! his 
former job. 
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2. 

I. 

This Baxter may be expected, 
out of the blue, to ask 
\lhipker to tell him about 
his feelings and emotions. 

Would expect this Baxter 

H P 6. This Baxter can be ex-
pected to probe Into 
several relevant areas 
without being overly 
offensive or upsetting 
\lhlpker. 
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to spend nearly the entire 
lntervleft lecturing and 
cajoling Whlpker and to 
make very little effort to 
obtain Information from hi~ 
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3. This Baxter would be expected 
to do some probing bu! never 
to stick long with any subject 
that might be dis!~•!eful !o 
him or to Whlpk~r. 

N E 
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E 
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E. llESOLYINC COllFLICT 

"ovlng effectively to reduce the conflict between Yaiva and Whlpker, Whlpker and subordinates, etc.: making 
appropriate conrnltments and setting realistic goals to ensure confllct resolution; providing good advice to 
llhlpker about his relatlonshlps with Yaiva, subor~inates, etc. versus discussing p(oblens too bluntly or 
lecturing Whlpker lneffectlvely regarding the resolution of con1TT'C't; fall Ing to set goals or make commit-
ments appropriate to effective conflict resolution; providing poor advice to Whlpker about his relationships 
with Yaiva, subordinates, etc. 

High level Performance 

Effect lvely reduces con fl let 
between llhlpker and others by 
making appropriate and realist le 
conrnltments to help llhlpker get 
along better in the department. 

Provides good advice about solvlng 
problems and about Improving 
Whlpker's poor relatlonshlps 
with his subordinates, Yaiva, etc. 

Average Performance 

Puts forth sone effort to reduce 
conflict between \lhlpker and others 
but usually does not c"""11t hlmself 
to helplng wit~ this confllct resol-
utlon. 

Tends to smooth over problems 
and provide reasonably good 
advice to llhlpker about con-
fl lct ;ltuatlons. 

low Leve I Performance 

Lecture• Ineffectively or 
delivers Inappropriate ulti-
matums to Whlpker about Im-
prov Ing his relatlonshlps 
with others or about changing 
his "attitude" toward peo· 
pie or problems. 

Fal!• to make commitments to 
help llhlpker resolve problems 
or orovldes pc,or advice to 
llhlpker about his relation-
ships with Valva, subordi-
nates, etc. 

\/hat a high level performer 
might do: 

\lhat an average performer 
might do: 

\/hat a low level performer 
l'light do: 

1. Would expect this Baxter 
to explain patiently that 
disagreement between people 
!uch I! the one between 
\lhlpker and Yaiva usually 
occur because they have 
different Information. 
Can also be expected to 
urge Whlpker to spend time 
with Yaiva to learn more 
about Valva's department 
In such 1 manner that 
llhlp~er would agree to do so. 

i. This Baxter would offer 
to go wl~h \lhipker to see 
Yaiva for the purpase of 
workln9 out \olutlons to the 
prob I em\ \lh I pker and Va Iva 
were h3ving wit~ each other. 
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s. Would expect this Baxter to 
tell llhlpker very warmly that 
the disagreement with Yaiva 
~1as unfortunate but that he had 
confidence things ~ould work 
out okay from now on. 

" p 4. 
A l 

\/hen \lhipk:r conplalns about 
Valva being Incompetent, 

N E 
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Baxter could be expected to men-
tion that nobody c1n be perfect 
all the time and t~ urge \lhlpker 
tr be nore patient with him. 

]. Can be expected to lecture at 9reat 
length about treating others with 
r~~"'t-Ct .in-:! L'Orki"!) ha,.mnifJ·.J~ly 

to9cth1•r. 
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2. In response to llhlpker's 
complaints about Yaiva, 
would expect this Baxter 
to state that Valva's de-
partrnc?nt sermed to be run-
nl ng along pretty well. He 
would also be e•pected to 
argue at length about how 
CQfflpetent Yaiva was. 

I. This 8dxter can bt ex· 
peeled to tell Whlpker in 
no uncertain ter~s t~at 

he doc\ not tolcr•te dis-
sens Ion In his ranks a~d 
\lh I pk er Is not to mess 
uo the Tech Servfces Ce-

"' "' 
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r. OCVHOPlllC IJlllPl:lR 

Offering to help \lhiplu:r de.,,elop .t>rnfesSiC1na!'y; disol.-.yint; intcrc.-\l :n \.'hlpkf'r 1\ professional 9rowth~ 
sprclfyinq dcvf.'lopr'f'nt.11 neetf\ and rccClf"rirn~ir9 sr.· ... nd devel<'rr:-ent.11 ac.tions versus net orrering to aic:" 
in \.'1.iol..er ·-. rrcfession.11 dll!velorirnrnt; dl\C'llayi .. ·1 I itt le or .,o interest in Vt-1pker's profe\\ional 
growth; failing to ~aL:.~ develC'lp,..ental sug9e,tl{ln\ or provldlnq O('lf)r advic.c re9ariir.9 \lhipker's profr'i\ional 
df'vrlop~nt. 

High level Perforr1ance 

Ol•play• con•lderable Interest 
In \lhlpker's professional 
development and provides 
appropriate, high quallty 
developmental suggestions. 

"akes connltments to helo 
oer,onally In \lhipker's 
deve I OP"'ent. 

\/hat a high level performer 
might do: 

7. Thi• Baxter can be ex-
pected to •ugge•t that 
llhlpker go through a oerle• 
of Job tran•fer• three 
day• a month •o that 
Whlpker can learn more 
about "3nagernent and CCI. 
Thi• Baxter can also be 
e"pected to say that he 
would be happy to rt"vlew 
with llhlpker on a regular 
bnl• what he (llhlpker) 
had learned on these jobs. 

6. Would expect thl• Baxter 
to tel I llhlpl<er that he 
•hould •often up a bit and 
temp~r his tovgh 8ttltude 
without becoming• f.ilc.c or 
chenglng hi• bo•lc •tylc. 
He would eho be expected 
to offer to attend the Dale 
Carnegie Couroe with llhlpker 
•rd to tuggett t~at thev 
both could benefit from It. 
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Average Performance 

Provlrles general develnpmental 
•u9ge•tlon• but u•ually fall• 
tn make a riersona I COIM11 tment to 
aid In U~lp~er's prnfesslonal 
development. 

Shows moderate r,,terest In 
~~lpker's develo~rnent: may 
~lrect Vhlpker to seek develo~
mental su9gestions elsewhere. 

Vhat an average perf~rmer 
might do: 

5. Can expect thl• Baxter to 
••k llhipker to head up the 
Project of the Year Comnlttee, 
to offer help In organizing 
the connlttee, to offer and 
to talk with llhl~ker about 
problem• a• they arl•e. 

'· Can be expected to offer 
llhlpker ~elp In hi• general 
deve topment. 

). Thi• Baxter would •uggut 
that Uhlpker obtain a ll•t 
of courses from the personnel 
derartment and take the ones 
he felt he needed. 
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Low Level Performance 

Expresses Ii t t I e or no 
Interest In Uhlpker's pro-
fessional development. 

Falls t~ offer deve1opmental 
suggestions or provides 
poor advice regardir'\g \lhip-
ker 's professional growth 
and deve I opment. 

\.that a low level performer 
might do: 

2. Thi• Baxter could be ex· 
pected to state that 
\lhlpker would have to 
work on his own tc accom-
pllsh change• In hi• 
uyle. 

I. If llhlpker asled thl• 
Baxter for a llst of 
things he could Improve 
upon in order to get pro-
mated, would tK~~ct him 
to be unable to COl"'e up 
with anything an~ to state 
that he didn't belleve 
in training and develop-
rrie::nt anyway. 

"' -...J 
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C. 11CTIV~TlloG l.IHIPK[P 

Providing lncentlvt1 for \lhlpker to stay at CCI and to perfor,... effectively; "·dklng COITWT'lltmenU or 
fl"IOtlvatlng \Jhlpker tv perform hi' Job"'"''· to remain wltf'I GCI, and to help CCI accOIT'lpli,h Its ohjec-
tlves; supporting \lhfpker's e•crllent past nerfor"'-.Jnct ven.u\ orovldlng lltlle or nc Incentive for 
\lhiplo:.er to stay at CCI and perforn effectlvf'ly; falllng~lr ce>n'lltments encouraging \lhlpker's 
continued top perforMance: neglectlng to f!Jl(O"f'SS suornrt ""' \.thipler's t.kcellent performance record. 

High level Perfor~nce 

A high level performer provides 
encouragemer.t and •ppropr lite 
ln:ent Ives r:o persuade \..'hlpker 
to \tay with CCI •nd to per-
form effec.tlvely on his job. 

A high level .,erfcrr-er uses 
ap~roprlate COl'lp1 lrients of 
\lhlpker's technlc•I ex~er-
t l1e end eKcel lent pa\t per-
formance to rnot Iv• te Wh 1 pker 
to 1neet the object Ives of the 
depertment. 

Averag<. Performanc.e 

An average oerfor~r COf'l"·Pl lnrnts 
\lhipker annropdate1y et t Imes but 
is only moderately e.ff(!ctlve In 
using these coripllMents to encour-
1ge hlgt-1 perf0rnarc.c, loyalty to 
CC I, etc. 

An 11vera9e performer provides some 
lncent Ive\ for \Jt-loker to perform 
effectively •nd l0 stav at CCI, but 
generally m•kes few H any personal 
conwnltments to support \lhlpker In 
hi• job. 

Low Leve! Performance 

A 1ow level perfonner fal11 
to express support for 
\lh I pker 1 s p•s t performance. 

A low level performer pro-
vides little or no Incentive 
for Whlpker to rem.1ln 1t CCI. 

I/hot • h 1 gh I eve I per for""'r 
ftllght do: 

What an average performer 
01lgh1 do: 

What a low level performer 
ft>lght do: 

1. This Baxter can be expected 

l ,. 
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to te11 \lhipker tie is "hying 
It on the I lne, 11 and to state 
flr.,ly that he and CCI need 
\lhlpker because of his hnpre\-
s Ive e:JCpert i se and proven 
•bi 11 ty to get the job done. 
Can eho eJCpect hit11 to ask 
\ltdpker's support In tenH 
of continued top per form.a nee, 
to pledge In• sine.ere mn-
ner to do el I he can !O get 
llh I pker more •uppor t In h I• 
present Job, and to prOfTllse 
to seek out for \lhlpker mare 
1nfor"'-lt 1on 1bout "'anagernent 
and higher level technical job 
opening• within CCI. 

6. At the end of the Interview, 
would expect tt-!ls Baxter to 
reiterate tt-e connltments he 
had ... de to llhlpker .. 1th reg.rd to 
Inquiring about Job opening• 
In higher level technical posltloM 
within CCI and aho to •ugg .. t that 
\lhlpke:r 1 1 excel lent past perforrnence 
end continued hlfh le'f'el perforrnence 
wltl lnc.r•••,.. ,.,, cMnces of 9ettln9 
ew:ll • J°"• 
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\lould e><pect this Baxter to offer 
\lhlpker the United fund Job again 
In \uch a way that \lhlpker .....ould 
agree to take It on, and tt-len to 
s•y that t-le knew \lhipker '"'°uld do 
a good Job because of his success 
In th~ past. 

Throughout the Interview, thh 
Baxter can be expected to ernphaslre 
hh de\ire to keep \ltdriker In the 
company. 

). Can be expected to te1 I \11'-lpker 
he •PP4!!HS to be doing •n adequate 
Job In his department but that he 
could probably be doing better. 

2. This Baxter could be ex-
p pected to tell \lhlpker to 
E "keep plugging" on his Job 
R £ because CC I needs to In-
r x crease Its earnings. 
0 " R 11 
H , 
" l I. After discussing Whlpker'1 

" E problems .. lthln CCI, this 
c s Baxter WC'uld suggest that ~ 
£ he (ll'>lpker) leave the com-

pany since he was so dis-
satisfied 

0--
00 
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Form A 

1. Clearly states the purpose of the interview. 

2. Maintains control over the interview 

3. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

4. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

S. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

6. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

7. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

8. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

9. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

10. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

11. Backs down inapproptiately when confronted 

12. Is .unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

13. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

14. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

15. Asks inappropriate questions 

16. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 
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Form A(2) 

1. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

2. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

3. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

4. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

5. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

6. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

7. Asks inappropriate questions 

8. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

9. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

10. Maintains control over the interview 

11. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

12. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

13. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

14. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

15. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

16. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 
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Form A(J) 

1. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

2. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

3. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

4. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

5. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

6. Maintains control over the interview 

7." Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

8. Allows the interviewee to .control the interview when inappropriate 

9. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

10. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

11. Asks inappropriate questions 

12. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

13. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

14. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

15. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

16. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 
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Form A(4) 

1. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

2. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

3. Asks inappropriate questions 

4. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

5. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

6. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

7. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

8. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

9. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

10. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

11. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

12. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

13. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

14. Maintains control over the interview 

15. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

16. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 
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Form B 

1. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

2. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

3. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

4. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

5. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

6. Maintains control over the interview 

7. Asks inappropriate questions 

8. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

9. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

10. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

·11. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

12. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

13. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

14. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

15. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

16. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 
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Form C 

1. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

2. Maintains control over the interview 

3. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

4. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

5. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

6. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

7. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

8. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

9. Asks inappropriate questions 

10. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

11. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

12. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

13. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

14. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

15. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

16. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 
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Form D 

1. Maintains control over the interview 

2. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 

3. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

4. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

5. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

6. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

7. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

8. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

9. Asks inappropriate questions 

10. Remains calm and cool, even during interviewee's outbursts 

11. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

12. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

13. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

14. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

15. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

16. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 
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Fonn E 

1. Allows the interviewee to control the interview when inappropriate 

2. Probes effectively so that meaningful topics are raised 

3. Fails to probe into interviewee's perceptions of problems 

4. Displays insensitivity toward the interviewee 

5. Is unreasonable in reaction to complaints 

6. Backs down inappropriately when confronted 

7. Maintains control over the interview 

8. Sets a hostile or belligerent climate 

9. Sets an appropriate climate for the interview 

10. Seeks solid information versus glossing over problems 

ll. Remains calm and cool. even during interviewee's outbursts 

12. Clearly states the purpose of the interview 

13. Asks inappropriate questions 

14. Reacts inappropriately to stress 

15. Displays an organized and prepared approach to the interview 

16. Opens the interview in a warm nonthreatening manner 
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TEMPORAL STABILITY OF RATING BEHAVIORS: EFFECTS OF 

OIFFEREnCES IN RATER AND BATEE SAMPLES 

by 

Lea curry 

(AESTRACT) 

Latham, 

behavioral 

Saari, and Fay ( 1980) asserted that their 

observation scales (BOS) produce sta.rily 

scale reliabilities across rating occasions. Kane 

Bernardin {in press) argued that this was due 

high 

and 

to 

methodological flaws. They taulted Lath~ru et al. first for 

scale optimization and secondly, for utilizing the same 

sample of Cdters when evaluating tne stability of their 

scale reliabilities. Kane and Bernardin hypothesized that 

rater-specific illusory nalo contributed to producing the 

stably high reliabilities that Latham et al. reported. This 

study was a test of that hypothesis. Additionally, tne 

te.mporal stability of. halo, .1e11iency;severity, restriction 

of range, differential dccuracy, and internal consistencJ, 

and the intercorrelations awong four of these rating 

behaviors were investigated. Pacticular interest ~as 

directed toward the relationship between differential 

accuracy and the first three measures, as ~ell as to the 

relationship between two different definitions of halo. 



Subjects were 274 undergraduate students. Peif ormance 

ratings of videotaped managers were collected on two 

separate occasions. Replication samples were manipulated to 

be either independent of the original sample with respect to 

both raters and ratees, raters only, ratees only, or not 

independent at all. 

Findings ~ere not consistent with the hypotheses. The 

stability of scale reliabilities does not appear to be 

affected by idiosyncratic cater biases such as illusory 

halo. Furthermore, a strong ratee effect was observed in 

nearly every assess~ent of the stability of and correlations 

among the rating behavior measures~ A weak positive 

correlation between hal.o and accuracy was .found, 

substantiating previous findings, and the two halo measures 

wece found to correlate strongly with one another. 
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